1. Stainless steel bayonet fitting 10" wiper blades brighten up the car giving the original 60's-70's look. Will not fit hook type fitted from 1990 on unless arms and blades are changed. 
   a.  Steel bayonet fitting 10" wiper blades. ............................................. 37H7200
   b.  Heavy duty 11" upgrade of above. Only accepts new heavy duty arms (no.2b & 3b) ............................... GXB220

2. Stainless steel bayonet type wiper arm that park on the right hand side, as per all MK1/2 Mini's to 1970. This also fits left hand drive MK3 Mini's 1970 on. 
   a.  Stainless steel bayonet type wiper arm (R/H/D / left hand park) .......................................................... 13H5629
   b.  Heavy duty upgrade of above. Only fits GWB220 ............................. 13H5630

3. Stainless steel bayonet type wiper arms that park on the left hand side as per all MK3 Mini's from 1970 on. This also fits left hand drive MK1/2 Mini's to 1970. 
   a.  Stainless steel bayonet type wiper arm (L/H/D - right hand park) .......................................................... 13H5626
   b.  Heavy duty upgrade of above. Only fits GWB220 ............................. 13H5630

Wipers That Really Work!

Most stainless steel wipers available are not adequate at wiping the screen properly because they flex and lift when the car is in motion. To combat this problem Keith Dodd has developed an 11" blade heavy duty kit with the arms 2mm wider and 1mm thicker, with a correct strength spring to keep the blades against the screen.

Order the HEAVY DUTY UPGRADE for these parts (1b & 2b/3b) .................................................................

Heavy duty upgrade of wipers. 

4. Eight sided chrome nut that fits the wiper wheel box that the wiper arm slides on to. This is for the 32 tooth wheel box fitted from 1970. 
   a.  Fits Mk1/2 Minis .................................................................................. 37H7738
   b.  Fits Mk3 Minis .................................................................................. 37H7738

5. Six sided chrome nut, fits wiper wheel box that the wiper arm slides on to. This is for the 22 tooth wheel box as fitted to MK1/2 Minis 
   a.  MK1/2 & MG range bottle .................................................................. 37H6316
   b.  Fits Mk3 Minis .................................................................................. 37H6316

6. Chrome plated wheel box plinths to replace those dowdy black ones. Comes with a sealing washer to compliment the wiper arms and blades. 
   a. Plinth and the six sided nut as fitted to MK1/2 Minis ............................... Orderpairs37H6042C
   b. Plinth and the eight sided nut as fitted to MK3 Minis from 1970 on ................................. Orderpairs37H7201C

7. Mechanical push button windscreens washer pump as used on Minis and MG/Sprites. 
   a. Fits Mk1/2 Minis .................................................................................. GWW102
   b. Fits Mk3 Minis .................................................................................. GWW120

8. Chrome twin washer jet with nut fixings ..................................................... GWW801
9. Chrome single jet with nut fixing ............................................................... GWW810
10. Black plastic twin jet with nut fitting for MK1/2 ................................. MS389
11. Black plastic single jet For "D" shaped locating hole, push fit 1980 on. 
    (can be used on 1970-80 Mini but hole might need modifying. 
    a. Fits Mk1/2 Minis .................................................................................. GWW1080

12. Stainless steel wiper arm hole plug. 
    a. Fits Mk1/2 Minis .................................................................................. GWW102
    b. Fits Mk3 Minis .................................................................................. GWW120

Call to Order or Questions at 800-946-2642